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This is the first of two reports to define the internal interface structure for the
Computing About Physical Objects project. These two repons define the "operands"
and "operators" at an abstract level. Later repotts will define these at the concrete and
environment specific levels. The operands (or structures) 3!e described as they appear
within the CAPO environment. The operators define how these structures may be
created, modified and manipulated. We take the principal components of the interface
structure to be geometry (geometrical objects), analysis (functions, equations and prob-
lems) and properties (simpler, unstructured information). A moderately complex exam-
ple is described in detail.
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1. OVERVIEW
This is the first of a pair of reports with the pwpose to define the internal inter-
face structure of the Computing About Physical Objects (CAPO) project In some
sense we define the operands and operators of the CAPO project at an absnact level.
We call this the internal interface because we are defining how these structures
"appear" to onc another. The operators define how the structures may be created,
modified or manipulated within the CAPO environment We do not focus on the inter-
face with an end user although many of the structures (the operands) will be quite intel-
ligible to even a naive user.
Our general approach is to use three layers for the complete specification of the
interface structure, we call these abstract, concrete and environment specific. The
abstract level is intended for people to understand the structure and representation
mechanisms may be omitted entirely. Thus we can speak of triangle with saying if it is
defined by three vertices with coordinators or by three vectors on a remote display or
by three side lengths. an orientation plus the location of its centroid Similarly. we can
speak of the linear system of equations Ax = b without saying if A is square or not. if A
is a two dimensional array of reals. if b is a single vector or a set of vectors. The con-
crete level involves specific representations. The triangle becomes identified with.
perhaps, the set «0,0,0),(0,1,2),(1,2,0)) and the linear system becomes identified with
(N.row}. row2•...• rowN .M, rightsidel•...• rightsideM). Thus the concrete level
presents structures as specific patterns of basic elements such as integers. reals, points.
characters, expressions, etc. The environmental level takes the concrete elements into a
very specific environment. It might be language specific, machine specific, operating
system specific, etc. Future reports will present the concrete level of the interface struc-
ture.
A key characteristic of this structure is that it is to have an open nature. The
scope of the structure is fairly easily visualized from the fact that we are computing
about physical objects. Thus we must be able to describe physical objects, create
mathematical models of various physical phenomena and then do computations to solve
problems. The initial structure described here covers this scope well. the purpose of the
open ended structure is to allow for continual refinement in the structures. Experience
shows that factors like user convenience and efficiency lead to the identification of more
and more specialized structures. If one has functions. one finds that one needs the spe-
cial care of polynomials, then one needs constants, the first degree polynomials. then
quadratics. then cubics. then quadratics time exponentials. etc. It is this type of open
structure that is to be allowed. the accommodation of things not yet visualized at all.
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A second key characteristic of this structure is that it is not required to be com-
plete. For example, suppose there.are 10 types of structures that can. in principle, be
added together (e.g., functions which are polynomials, Fortran expressions. splines,
Algol procedures, rationals and so fonh). We do not insist that the add operator be able
to interface all combinations of pairs of these 10 function types. It is perfectly permis-
sible for all to return with an error message saying that particular combinations are not
yet implemented. It is. of course, necessary to implement enough combinations so one
can do some interesting, useful work.
We note that this interface structure is much like creating a software parts technol-
ogy. There are those who believe that the open, incomplete structure we define is
inherently flawed, that one must define the semantics of all interfaces before any use is
made of the structure. We do no hold this view, see [Rice and Schwennan, 1984] for
further discussion.
In the next section we give an introductory discussion of the four principal com-
ponents of the interface structure. These are geometric structures, analysis structures
(we lump everything based on functions - numerical analysis, algebra, mathematical
analysis - into this category), property structlues (these are somewhat non-
mathematical strucrnres, more like data) and, finally, names. Section 3 presents a mod-
est example in some detail in order to crystalize one's view of the abstract structures
discussed. Section 4 presents primative objects of each of the three classes of srruc-
tures and shows the general panerns used to form composite structures from these com-
ponents. Finally, there are three sections which enumerate and define the initial set of
abstract interface strucmres. The Appendix presents the complete details of the exam-
ple object of Section 3.
The companion report "Interface Structures IT: Abstract Operators" completes the
specification of the top level of the internal interface structure for the CAPO project
Background information about the CAPO project is presented in [Bajaj etal., 1987],
[Rice, 1988]. There are some similarities between the approach taken here and that
proposed earlier by [Comer etal., 1982].
2. THE PRINCIPLE COMPONENTS
There are three classes of structures central to the CAPO system. The central and
most complex one of these is geometry. It is obvious that one must be able to create
and manipulate the shapes of the physical objects to be included in the CAPO system.
It is not our intention to develop an all encompassing geometry system, it is rather our
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intention to have a reasonably versatile geometry system which includes some novel
components based on algebraic geometry.
There are other geometric considerations besides merely representing the physical
shapes. Many problem solving techniques modify the geometry in various ways. For
example, domains may be partitioned into numerous small elements by a' numerical
procedure. Or a domain may be decomposed into a few smaller ones based on the need
to apply special analysis or methods for special problem characteristics. Thus the
neighborhood of a singularity, a shock wave or a discontinuity may be identified and
used. Parallel algorithms often are based on domain decomposition in order to create
efficient use of multiprocessors. Geometry structures such as grids or meshes are often
involved in these problem solving techniques.
There is a natural heirarchy in geometry which is reflected in the geometry struc-
ture. Complex solids usually are formed from simple solids. simple solids have faces
(two dimensional objects) which in turn have edges (one dimensional objects) which in
rom have vertices (zero dimensional objects).
The natura.l organization of geometry is familiar from our experience in dealing
with real objects. A natural organization of analysis structures is not so obvious, but
we believe the following one is natural for the CAPO project. The highest level (most
complex) structures are problems. Problems are mathematical systems which, when
appropriate input is given, define an output (which is usually unique). This sounds very
much like the abstract definition of a function, we restrict the concept of function to
something which is given in a constructive manner and whose arguments are numerical
values (usually just a few). That is a function is mathematical system (problem) whose
output from its numerical input is determined by a given algorithm. In between prob-
lems and functions we identify operators and equations. This term equations is inter-
preted broadly so as to include conditions, constraints and inequalities. Less standard
examples of equations are
A () B - rotation (30'. C) = sphere
path (A --> B) visits C and is of length 8.
Operators are mathematical transformations (again, a class of functions) with more gen-
eral arguments or values than the simple functions defined above. Examples are the
intersection and path operators seen above as well as more traditional operators like
derivatives, partial differentiation, integrals, volumes, etc.
The third class of structures are called properties. This is a catch-all class for
structures that are not in the mathematical classes defined above. Examples of these
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structures range from simple descriptive attributes (e.g., brass, self adjoint, equilateral,
uniformly spaced) to complex data sU'Ucrures in the traditional computer science sense
(e.g., sets of pointers specifying the topology of a set of geometric objects, historical
data as to how an object was created, etc.)
The final component of the interface structure is a naming system so that every
item has a unique name which has associated infonnation which plays the role of type.
Examples of the associated -information are, ancestors. machine residence, actual type
(triangle, polynomial, bionap) and ownership. One of the implementation issues within
the CAPO system is how to have much (most?) of this information represented impli-
citly so that intensive computational tasks do no become bogged down carrying the
naming baggage along.
3. AN EXAMPLE OBJECT
The following physical problem is used to illustrate the nature of the S01lctures in
CAPO. The details are not always physically correct here as the point is to illustrate
the structure and not to have a physically accurate model.
3.1. Physical Description
We have a thin, flexible plate which is part of a larger structure (whose nature is
not relevant here). Above part of the plate is a container 'With mercury which exerts
pressure in the plate. The whole structure is hinged along the right, 50, as the structure
can be tilted, the pressure on the plate changes due to the mercury's weight. Further,
there is a heat source on one side of the container, the temperature induced on the plate
affects the physical strength parameters of the plate.
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Side view of plate and
container when tilted slightly






The shapes are defined more explicitly by
Vertices :five explicitly given as list of.(x, y) coordinates, called a, b, c, d. e
Edges
el line from e to a
e2 : line from a to b
e3 : line from b to c
e, zetoS of the fourth degree polynomial P (x, y)
12.15 y' + 4.05 Y - 3x 2y 2 -7x 2 - 12y 2 - 4x + 16.05 xy2 - 4
- x'y + 4x2y - 2x' + 4.1 xy
es line from d to e
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e6 : parametrically
x~x(t)~1.1-0.l' sin (1t//4) 0 ';/$2
Y ~ Y(/) ~ .2 + 1.8/ + .12/(t - 1) 0 $ t $ 2
The sides of the container are inflexible and joined to the bottom of this plate by a seal
that allows the thin plate to be displaced along edges e2, e, and e6·





13 e3e, f, e, fs e,elO
e, e3 e2 e6
e3. e4. es corner e6. e2. elO. corner
The container is of fixed cross section above the plate. Its interior is bounded by faces
12,13, f" /s.f6 and!? Note that its shape depends on the tilt angle 0.
The shape of the fluid is determined first from the container. The container is in
(x, Y,z) coordinates,
Container ~ 12 x [0, 4]
the cross product of face 12 and the interval [0, 4].
The fluid is the intersection of the container and the half-space
slab(a) ~ {(z" '2, '3) I '3 ,; aJ
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where a is determined by
Volume (Slab (a) n Container) = Vo
The value of V 0 is the volume of the mercury. The fluid is the solid solidi.
3.3 The Coordinate Systems
The entire object is in coordinates ZI. Z2. 23 with z3 vertical (the direction of the
gravity force). The object has a local coordinate system (x, y, z) where x, y are as
shown above in the plate and z is tilted by e degrees (at the hinge e3) from vertical (Z3
direction). It is assumed that the tilt e never allows the mercury to reach the top of the
container.
3.4 The Problems
There are four problems in this example. One is the structural mechanics problem
in the thin plate. The second is the temperature distribution in the container (one of
whose faces is part of the plate). These are coupled by the fact that the physical pro-
perties of the plate 'depend on the temperature. Both of these problems involve partial
differential equation models of the physics. The third problem is the pressure distribu-
tion on face f2' This is a "mechanics" problem, it depends simply on the shape of the
fluid and is coupled with the structural mechanics problem. The fourth problem is to
detennine the shape of the fluid (solid SI) as a function of e. We formulate these
problems in more specific terms.
A. Structural Mechanics Problem. The problem is posed in the (x, Y. z) coordi-
nate system (it is independent of z). It has dependent variables u ex, y) (= displace-
ment), cr (x, y) (= stress function). The problem is expressed symbolically by
Equation: Sttucroral Mechanics with
Force =F (x, Y), Strength =S (x, Y)
on Domain D
Boundary Conditions:
clamped on et and es (means u and u' given)
free on e2 and e4 (means cr and cr' are zero)
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hinged on e3 (means u given ax is zero)
Functions: F(;c,y)= pressure force on faceh =P(z" Z2. Z3)
Sex, y) = sex, y, T(x, y, 0))
(In a real problem there are several more such functions)
B. Temperature DistribUIion Problem. The problem is posed in the (x, y, z)
coordinate system. It has dependent variable T(x, y, z). The problem is expressed
symbolically by
Equation: T:ex + Tyy + Tzz = 0
Boundary Conditions:
T(x, y, z) = hex, y, z) on faceh
Tn(x, y, z) = (T(x, y, z) - To)cj on faces fi. i = 2,4,5,6,7
Functions: hex, y, z) = 100 on faceh
C. Presswe Distribution Problem. The problem is posed in the (Zl, Z2, Z3) coor-
dinate system. The pressure at point p is constant * mercury depth (in z3 direction) at
the point p. The problem is expressed symbolically by
Equation:
Functions:
P(Zl> z2. Z3) = constant * dist ((Zl. z2. Z3), face 7)
dist = an explicit fonnula in terms of the fluid shape




Volume (Fluid (a)) = Vo
Auid(a) = Container"" 51ab(a)
Where Container is a constant and Slab(a) is defined
above.
3.5 Discussion of the Example
We merely list a number of observations about this example which illusrrate gen-
eral properties of the interface srructure that needs to be defined.
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(A) A face (geometric component) may be introduced inlo one problem domain
by other considerations. Thus the role of face f 2 is entirely as a .'parame-
ter" to structural mechanics problem and onc might say that the domain D is
the natural face of this problem. We believe that artificially partitioning D
into two faces will make a cleaner and more efficient model.
(B) It is not easy to specify geometric shapes even with fairly complex text and
drawings.
(C) The number of items (geomettic. functional, data) grows rapidly with the
complexity of the object.
(0) Equations are of many kinds.
(E) Equations need not be mathematical, they can simply be "named" \Vith argu-
ments as in the structural mechanics problem (e.g., "structural mechanics",
"clamped", "hinged", ...).
(F) Problems can be very simple (such as Problem C) and hard to distinguish
from solutions.
(G) Equations can have geometric operators (e.g., Volume and Intersection) as
well as traditional applied mathematics operators (derivatives)
(H) It is natural to have equations with items defined in different coordinate sys-
tems.
(1) Model idealizations introduce objects that are not physically reasonable (e.g.,
the thin plane is modeled by a plane in three dimensions).
The appendix gives a complete list of elements for this example.
4. PRIMATIVE AND COMPOSITE OBJECTS
The primative objects have already been mentioned in Section 2, here we provide
more details. We define only eleven primative objects, all other objects in the CAPO
environment are composite. These objects are
Geometrical
Vertex A point in 1, 2, 3 or 4 dimensional space
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Edge A curve, an object homeomorphic to the unit interval [0,1]. Its
ends are vertices
Face A connected, closed 2D object (homeomOIphic to the unit square
with a finite number of open disks removed). Its boundary con-
sists of vertices and edges.
Solid A connected closed 3D object homeomorphic to the unit cube
with a finite number of open spheres or cylinders removed. Its
boundary consists of vertices, edges and faces.
Time-solid A connected closed 40 object homeomorphic to the cross product
of a solid and the unit interval [0,1]. Its boundary consists of
vertices. edges.. faces and solids.








A given computational algorithm whose arguments are a small
number of point parameters, and whose values are a small
number of points (vertices)
A transformation or mapping (not necessarily explicitly given)
from one set of geometrical objects, functions andlor properties
into another such set.
A relationship involving operators and functions
A set of equations which can possibly be satisfied by a set of
functions, properties and geometrical objects. Attention is
focused on problems which have a single solution.
Property
A single numerical, textural or descriptive element.
It is not our intent to study the foundations of mathematical systems or models here, so
we intentionally leave undefined what we mean by terms such as point, space, mechan-
ism, small, set, relationship and element.
The CAPO system identifies many special instances of these primative objects,





parametric (x = x ('),Y = Y ('),Z = Z('), , E [a,b])







Algol procedure with 5 input arguments, 2 output values
Composite objects in CAPO are created from these primatives. We allow rather
arbitrary composite objects to exist (e.g., one edge, a solid, two functions, an equation
and four values) but the focus is on composite objects that model physical objects and
phenomena. There are two natural heirarchies here:
Geometric: Vertex ~ Edge ~ Face ~ Solid ---7 Time-Solid
Analysis: Function --7 Operator -7 Equation --t Problem
The CAPO system is implemented to allow composite srructures to be created and
manipulated such as illustrated in the preceeding section. The idea is to create various
objects (solids. problems, etc.) then to associate them to create models of physical
situations. The appendix of this report gives a complete (yet abstract) example of one
such model.
5. GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES
This section presents the geomeoic structures used for representing and communi-
cating geomeoic objects among the CAPO projects. We define here what infonnation
must be present, and its abstract structure. We are not concerned with concrete encod-
ings of these srructures. However, it is clear that the encodings should accommodate
future extensions or modifications.
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Geometric objects carry two types of information:
1. Geomenic data, fixing point sets in 3-space for vertices, edges, and faces.
2. Topological data, fixing adjacencies and orderings among vertices, edges, and
faces, thereby building larger structures comprising solids and intennediate
objects.
We restrict the specifications to objects in 3-space, assuming lower dimensional
objects are specified by specialization. Objects in 3-space and time are specified by the
simple mechanism given in Section 4. The positions and shapes of objects may change
in time but we assume that the time coordinate is always "orthogonal" to the space
coordinates. That is, time is always an additional variable associated with an object or,
equivalently, the spacial data may be functions of time.
ROOT(x,y,z), POLE2(r, e, Il)
20, 3D, Barycentric, Projective
Polar, Cylindrical, Spherical, Linear
The identifiers are for common coordinate
systems where one wants a compact representation.
The Data field depends on the Identifier
and provides the necessary numerical values.
This is a set of functions giving the
mapping between the two coordinate systems.
Equations:
5.1 Coordinale Syslems
We assume that there is a universe or inertial coordinate system and all others are
in reference to this one. It has 3 dimensions with coordinates simple 3 vectors (e.g., (1,
-1.21 3)). The identification of this coordinate system with the physical world is not
part of these specifications. Since the coordinate systems form. a tree like structure, we
name this coordinate system ROOT.
New coordinate systems are created by mappings relating the new coordinates to
the old as follows
CREATE COORDINATES Name (coordinate names)
TYPE = Coord-Type
MAP = (Identifier or Equations) with Data
RELATIVE TO Name (coordinate names)
INVERSE = Equations





The rnvERSE argument is optional, it is automatically supplied for the identified
MAPS. Note that inverse maps are often difficult to obtain and may be approXimate.
At all times the set of coordinate systems is known. All objects have an associ-
ated coordinate system. IT a single physical object is given in multiple coordinate sys-
tems this creates multiple objects with the data structure. Those objects have an attri-
bute that indicate they are the same except for coordinate systems.
5.2. Geometric Objects
In this section we define the primative types of geometric objects allowed in the
geometry system. We assume throughout this section that all the objects are in the
same coordinate system so we do not specify the coordinate system explicitly here.
The terminology is adopted from the interpretation of the objects as real physical
objects in 3 dimensions. The complete system will have alternatives for objects in
other dimensions (such as 2D or barycentric coordinates (4D)).
All objects are structured as follows:
id, type, (geometry description), (topology description), other information.
Here type identifies the class of the object, id is a unique identifier, the geometry
description fixes th~ shape and location of the object in space, and the topology descrip-
tion explicates the adjacency and interrelationship with other objects. The field other
info refers to properties which may be needed for use by Math Software, Newton, or
Parallel Processing.
The primitive types of objects are time-solids, solids,faces, edges and vertices.
• VERTEX is a point in three space. Its geometry consists of point coordi-
nates, its topology consists of edge, face and solid adjacencies.
• EDGE is a continuous curve bounded by two vertices. Its topology consists
of adjacent edges, faces and solids. The order of the vertices induces a direc-
tion on the edge, putting a minus on the id reverses the direction.
• FACE is a connected 2D object (the continuous image of the unit square with
a finite number of holes removed), its topology consists of adjacent vertices,
edges, faces and solids.
• SOLID is a connected 3D object (the continuous image of the unit cube with
a finite number of holes removed). The phrase "connected 3D object" means
that the interior of the object is connected and the entire object is the closure
of the interior. Its topology consists of adjacent venices, edges, faces and
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solids.
• TIME-SOLID is the cross product of a solid and a time interval.
These definitions imply that the geometry is specified by a mapping and a specific
subset of the unit interval, square or cube. We do allow this generality. but we recog-
nize that most of the primitive objects are defined in specialized and simpler ways. We
accommodate this by following structure for the geometry description:
(geometry description) = (type, data)










Data < examples/comments >
NAME <= line, square, circle, cube, ... >
TRANSFORM < to reorient and relocate object from its stan-
dard position>
DOMAIN < one of interval, square or cube> < no holes>
EQUATIONS < u = sin(x + y), v = cos(2x - y) for 0 ';x,y'; 3
>
CARRIER < general definition of the carrier, e.g.,
.x3 +y2 + 3.xyz =4 >
BOUNDARY < functions or constraints that determine a subset
of the carrier>
PROCEDURE NAME < all objects are treated as entities about
which eenain information is provided. A procedure may be
given which supplies that infonnation and without constraints
on how the object is actually represented. >
DOMAIN < one of square or cube >
N-HOLES < integer, list of holes in the DOMAIN >
EQUATIONS < functions defining the mapping from the
DOMAIN to the OBJECT>
LIST < of points>
The geometry is incompletely defined, one only knows that the
points are on the object One is free to use this information as
appropriate.
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Note that we have only specified here the first level of the data structure. Later we
define in more detail the struClOre for data such as TRANSFORM, EQUATrONS,
DOMAIN, BOUNDARY, ....
We also introduce a number of other geometric objects which occur so frequently
that is is useful to have specific data structures for them.
• VERTEX SET is a set of vertices
• WIRE is a simple sequence of edges joined at vertices. No geometry, but the
topology specifies the constituent edges, vertices, and their adjacency. Wires
may be open or closed, no venex is on more than two edges.
• EDGESET is a set of edges and vertices. No additional geometry, but a
topology description similar to the wire, specifying adjacencies.
• SHELL is a collection of faces joined at edges which is orientable and whose
boundary is a wire or empty (if the shell is closed). No geometry, but a
topology describing the adjacencies of the constituent faces, edges, and ver-
tices.
• FACESET is a set of faces intersecting each other only in edges and venices.
No geometry, but a topology of incidence.
• BODY is a set of solids joined at faces whose boundary is a shell. No
geometry, but a topology describes the adjacencies of constituent vertices,
edges, faces and solids. ;"
• SOLIDSET is a set of solids intersecting only a common boundary elements
(faces, edges or vertices)
'No geometry' means that the geometry is inferred from that of the constituent ele-
ments. There is the following special object:
• GRID an infinite, rectangular EDGESET in two or three dimensions.
5.3 Geometry of the Primitive Objects
The geometric infonnation specifies point sets in 3 space that constitute the
geometric element. Thus information is present for primitive objects only. The




Venex geometry is explicit, as a set of coordinates.
5.3.2 Edge Geometry
An edge is bounded by two vertices and the overall specification is
Type Geometry Data
1. CATALOG A. "line"
B. "arc'" angle < in radians >, point
2. PARAMETRIC A. t1, 12 < numbers >
Fl, n, F3 < functions>
x=Fl(r)




Fl, Fl. F3, w < spline functions>
x =Fl(t)/w(t) tl:s:rS;r2
y = F 2(r)/w (t) tlSr:S:t2
z = F 3(t)/w (r) tI:S:cSr2
C. "RATIONAL BEZIER"
D. "RATIONAL"
The laner two are like RATIONAL SPLINE except that the constituent functions are
piecewise polynomials (the concrol points are given instead of spline coefficients) or
ordinary polynomials.
3. FUNCTIONAL A. "CARRIER"
FI, F2 < functions of 3 variables>
The vertices VI and V2 bound the edge. If this does not
uniquely determine the edge, then a sequence of auxiliary
points are given that do.
B. "CARRIER POLYNOMIAL"
As in A. with PI and F2 polynomials
The OBJECT and APPROXIMATE geometries are just as described in Section
5.2. The GENERAL geometry is not present for edges since holes make intervals
become disconnected.
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Examples of infonnation in the auxiliary field include
FUNCTIONAL:
a) points to localize an edge, as a sequence INTERIOR_PT(xj. Yi.
Zj). i = 1.2....,NPTS
b) tangent lines to localize an edge, sucb as TANGENT
Vj(Xj,Yi,Zj), j = 1,2
APPROXIMATE:
a) values to bound the variation of the curve
LENGTII(I): dist (P'"P'i+1) " /*arclength(p'i,P'i+')
CURVATURE(,): bound on curvature of the edge
5.3.3 Face Geometry
The geometry definition follows the pattern of edge geometry. The major
differences are a) the GENERAL PARAMETRlC form is allowed, and b) there are
many more CATALOG choices (we give a shan list here).
I. CATALOG
2. PARAMETRIC
x = F I(s,')
y = F2(s,')
z = F3(s,')
x = F I (s,')/w (s,')
y = F2(s,')/w(s,')
z =F3(s,')/w(s,')
A. "rectangle", VI. V2. V3, V4
B. . 'disk"• r, v, p radius r at point v in plane p
(nonnal vector)
c. "triangle", VI. V2. V3
D. "cap", r, v.P radius r, center at v, peak atp
A. ('2, '2), (s I, s2) < numbers>
FI, Fl, F3 < functions>
,1';1 ';'2,sl';;s ,;;s2




FI . F2 . F3. w < spline functions>
sl,;;s ';;s2, t1,;,,;; ,2





The latter two are like RATIONAL SPLINE except that the constituent functions are
Bezier piecewise polynomials (with control points instead of spline coefficients given)
or ordinary polynomials.
3. FUNCTIONAL A. "CARRIER"
F < function of 3 variable>
W<awire>
The wire bounds the face. Auxiliary points are given if




x = F l(s,l)
y =F2(s,e)
z = F3(s,l)
A. (tl, 12), (sl, s2) < numbers >
NHOLES < number>
FI, Fl, F3 < functions>
s. t, E DOMAIN
S, t, e DOMAIN
s, t, e DOMAIN
The DOMAIN is the reclaUgle (I 1,12)x(s l,s2) with the NHOLES holes removed.
They are defined in the auxiliary data as a list of (v,r) = (center point, radius).
The OBJECT and APPROXIMATE geometries are just as described in Section
5.2.
5.3.4 Grid Geometry
A grid object is specified by giving its dimension, type and mesh data in the form
GRID: d type (dala)
where d is 2 or 3. The types initially included are:
I. Ford=2:
A. type = Reet, for a simple rectangular mesh
data = (list of x's), (list of y's), plane (containing the grid)
B. type = Reel 9. for a rectangular mesh with diagonal lines included. Same
data as Rect.
2. Ford=3
A. type = Rect, for simple rectangular mesh
dara = (list of x's), (list of y's), (list of z's)
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B. type = Reel 27. for rectangular mesh with diagonal lines included. Same
data as Reel
5.4 Topology of the Ohjects
Topological data concentrates on two concepts:
1. Definition of the neighborhood topology of the objects. TItis infonnation per-
mits algorithms to locate boundaries and to identify what is on the "other
side" of boundaries.
2. Definition of the constituent elements. TIris information permits systematic
assembly of all relevant data for an object.
We present the topologies in order of increasing dimension.
5.4.1 Vertex Set Topology
A vertex set is simply a list of the vertices on it.
5.4.2 Edge Topology
The topology of an edge is the pair of vertices in the order of the edge positive
orientation.
5.4.3 Wire Topology
A wire is an ordered set of n vertices and n - 1 or n edges. The topology is sim-
ply a directed list of vertices, each with predecessor and successor edge. For open
wires we have
(WIRE id ( ... ) «OPEN (vertex edge) (vertex edge
edge) ... (vertex edge edge) (vertex edge)) ) ( ... ) )
For closed wires we have
(WIRE id ( ... ) « CLOSED (vertex edge edge)) ( ... ) )
5.4.4 Edgese! Topology
An edgeset is a graph (wire frame) in 3-space and is so represented. Further, :adja-
cency information about the edges and vertices is included. Auxiliary infonnation
about adjacency to faces and solids may also be included.
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5.4.5 Face Topology
The boundary of a face is the exterior wire and, possibly, several interior wires.
Both types of wires are closed. The exterior wire is oriented one way, the interior wires
the opposite way. Adjacency information is maintained for the wires and any solids the
face may bound. The wire information may induce further adjacancy information about
neighboring faces.
5.4.6 Shell Topology
The topology information is carried by ihe edge adjacencies. The adjacency infor-
mation of the constituent faces is derived. the boundary wires of each face identified
and the boundary wire of the shell identified (if the shell is not closed). The topology
of the edgeset composed of all edges is also represented in the way of Section 5.4.3.
5.4.7 Faceset Topology
The topology information is carried by the edge adjacencies. From this is derived
adjacency information for the faces. The boundary wires of each face are identified as
well as the edgesct composed of all the edges bounding the faces.
5.4.8 Solid Topology
The boundary of a solid is an exterior shell and zero or more interior shells. Both
types of shells are closed. The exterior shell is oriented one way, the interior shells the
other (i.e., by "nonnal_" vectors pointing toward the interior of the solid). Adjacency
information for the shells is maintained as above for all the shells. The shell topology
information may induce further adjacency information about neighboring solids. The
solid topology is thus of the form
SOLID: id. ( ... ). (EXTERIOR (shell»._(INTERIOR (shell,».....
(INTERIOR (shell.»
5.4.9 Solidset Topology
The topology information is carried by the face adjacencies. From this is derived
adjacencies for the constituent solids. The boundary shells of each solid are identified
as well as the faceset composed of all the faces bounding the solids.
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5.4.10 Grid Topology
The topology structure is the simple one induced by the regular panern of the grid.
A grid creates an edge set and (in 3D) a face set; the topological structures of these two
selS are generated as specified above.
5.5 Nested Nalore of the Structures
Any of the geometric objects may exist independently of other objects. That is, a
face set may exist with no solids present; an edgeset may exist with no faces present.
However, the natural situation is to have a physical three dimensional object










Each node is a solid
Each node below a solid is a shell
Each node is a face
Each node is a wire
Each node is an edge
Each node is a venex
In addition to this regular structure of information there is a branch of composite infor-
mation out of the root consisting of the faceset, the edgeset and the vertex set
5.6. Names, References, and Objects
A geometric object is a data structure in the above formaL It is named uniquely,
and the Dame is known to any other object containinK it, to any object it contains and to
any object adjacent to it. Within the topology, references to component objects are
through these names. Thus, a venex set consists of the set description, comprising of
list of vertex names, plus a set of individual vertex object.
Objects with orientation, such as faces, edges. shells, are referenced with an addi-
tional sign indicating whether the object is to be used as originally defined or in the
opposite orientation. If an object other than a vertex is narned, then there is a default
system that names all of its constituent parts. The actual naming is not easily predict-
able in advance, but unique names are created. There may be objects created which are
identical except for name; provisions are made to give them all the same name.
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6. ANALYSIS STRUCTURES
This section presents the structures of mathematical analysis used in the CAPO
project. We define here the infoxmation that IS to be present, its abstract structure and
many of the specific instances required in the CAPO project We are not concerned
with concrete representation of these structures.
All of these structures are of a functional or mapping nature. That is, there is a
domain of input and there are output values. All the objects are structured as follows:
id, type, domain. values, other infonnation
The domains are one of 1) numerical values in n-space, 2) function spaces or, 3)
geometric objects or a combination of these. The output values are of the same nature.
6.1 Functions
Recall that we resmet functions to mappings between n dimensional spaces. We
identify a range of imponant subclasses as follows:
Approximate: Values are given only on a finite set, there is no further infonnation so
computations can do anything "reasonable" that is consistent with these values.
Catalog: A large number of functions have been identified as useful in mathematical
models of physical objects (the IMSL library has 136 such functions
represented). Important examples of these are: 1, xm• exponential, consine,
Bessel, gamma
Polynomial: A linear combination of power in the domain of one or several variables.
May also be represented in factored or partially factored forms, e.g.,
n
all (x - Xi)·
i=l
Spline: A piecewise polynomial of degree N (order m + 1) joined smoothly (derivatives
of order m - 1 are continuous). The domain is partitioned by breakpoints,
breaklines, etc., where the discontinuities in the Nth derivative occur. Splines in
several variables and of degree higher than one are known only for particular
types of domains (most common is a subset of a tensor product of one dimen-
sional partitions).
Piecewise Polynomials: The domain in N-space is panitioned into elements and the
function is a polynomial of degree Nj on the jth element. Most common
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instances occur when Nj is constant (except perhaps at a few exceptional ele-
ments) and the polynomials are joined with some smoothness (e.g., 3 points of
continuity along element edges, continuously, derivatives of order em - 1)/2
continuolls for degree m).
Expression: An expression is formed by arithmetic combinations (±, *. /, powers) of
the catalog functions. The special case of elementary expressions is often used
where the catalog functions are restricted to powers, exponentials. trigonometric
and their inverses - such expressions can be differentiated symbolically
indefinitely.
Procedure: A procedure is a computer program in some language (including machine
language which can be executed to obtain values). From one point of view this
gives only piecewise rational functions, from another it gives all computable
functions. In practice one obtains something closer to all computable functions
plus functions that involve physical processes (e.g., reading an actual thennome-
ter).
Rational: We interpret rational as a qualifier of other function classes. Thus, for exam-
ple, rational type (a, b, w) means all functions of the fonn (.!!..,!.) were a, b
W W
and w are rype function and the function has two values. If rype is missing then
polynomials are assumed.
6.2 Operators
The class of operators considered involves the mathematical structures of CAPO.
We must distinguish between the operators considered (which are primarily mathemati-
cal in nature) and those presented in the companion report "Interface Structures IT:
Abstract Operators" (which include computation and informational operators as well).
We focus here on those operators that appear in problems associated with mathematical
models of physical objects.
We identify two types of operators and list a number of examples of each. We
assume the reader is familiar wilh their definition.
6.2.1 Operators on Functions
Value at a point
Integral over a domain
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Derivative, partial derivative
Arithematic (+, -, *.!)
Convolution
Combinations of the above, e.g., sin(x) Dtx - (I + y) DiY - 3.4







Coordinate transfonnations (translation, rotation, general mappings)
In principle there are operators on properties. but we do not see any interesting
mathematical ones at this time.
6.3 Equations
Equations are relationships between srructures and operators on strucnrres. Equa-
tions have variables which are to be varied to satisfy the equations and parameters
which are variables whose values are fixed a prior. The following will be necessary for
the CAPO syStem:
Algebraic: The solutions of such equations are numbers such as
(a) sin(xy) + a • cos (x' + y') = 3 vatiables x,y, parameters a
(b) polynomial roots P (x) = 0 variable x, parameter = coefficients
ee) x2 + y2 - ,2 ~ 4 variables x, y, parameter r
(d) Volume (A n (x + B)) = 17.3 vatiable x
Ordinary Differential: The solutions are functions and the operators are derivatives.
The cannonical fonn is (which is technically a set of equations)
y' = I(t, y) vatiable y, parameter I
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where y is a vector of functions and t is the independent variable.
Partial Differential: The solutions are functions and the operators are derivations with
respect to 2 or more variables. Examples are
(a + x 2)u", + u". - cos(x + u')u = 10g(1 + x 2)
u, = (1 + g(x, y, I)) u", + hex, y, I)u". - 4u
variable u(x, y), parameters a, b
variable u (x, y, t) parameters g, h
Motion: The solutions are locations or paths of objects that appear in the equations.
Examples are
A does not intersect B
A touches B at vertex V 4 with
normal at angle e
Path (V,to V 2 of object A)
hasx2+y2~b
variable: Position of A, parameters V4. e
variable: path, parameters V1. V2 and b
Named: A named. equation is one which is not expressed in mathematical notation but
rather has a name and "arguments", These occur frequently in models of par-
ticular physical phenomena as a way to simplify the notation. Examples are:
LaPlace on domain D
Poisson on domain D
HEAT on domain D
Strucrures on domain D
variable u (x, Y), parameter D
variable u (x, y), parameters D,f (x, y)
variable u (x, y, I), parameters D, f (x, y, t)
variables u(displacements). cr(stresses),
parameters f(forces)
Such equations are normally found as a component of a standard physical problem (the
ones above are not yet problems because they have no boundary conditions or initial
conditions).
6.4 Problems
The principal problems in the CAPO environment are models of physical s)'stems
that the CAPO system will attempt to solve. There are mathematical systems involving
objects, equations, properties, etc., whose solutions represent behaviors in the physical
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world. Many other problems handled within the CAPO system arise as steps in solving
larger problems. Thus we usually solve for the zeros of a polynomial or the intersec-
tion of two surfaces because the solutions are needed elsewhere and not because they
represent directly the physical solution.
As with equations above there are problems which are expressed in normal
mathematical notation and other which are named. We illustrate this further here by
considering a particular problem expressed both ways.
6.4.1 The Heal Flow Problem
TIris is the mathematical model of the temperature variations in an object given an
initial temperature distribution and sources of heat. The physical description is as fol-
lows: The object is two-dimensional and a simple mangle. One side of the triangle is
insulated (no heat flows in or out), one side is in an ice water bath (the temperature is
constant at 0), and the third side radi~tes heat. The object is initially at 0 temperature
and then a heater is umed on which supplies heat to a disk in the interior of the trian-
gle. The geometry appears as
V2 = (0,2)
edge 1
Disk has center a = (.5,.5)
and radius b = .4
V, = (0,0) edge 3
Model in Mathematical Notation:
(a) Partial differential equation of heat flow
u, = "(Uxx + u,,) + f(x, y, t) on D
(J = conductivity of material (a property parameter)
f = heat source (a function parameter)
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f(x. Y. 0) = T if x. y is in the disk
= 0 otherwise
D = triangle domain (a geometry paramerer) described above
u (x, Y. t) = temperature function, the solution variable
(b) bonndary condition
u(x. y, 0) = 0
Ux(O. y, t) = 0
u(s. 2 - s, t) = 0
ois a function parameter
forOSsS2
u,(x,O, t) = (};u(x, 0, t) ( a is a property parameter)
Conductivity = 0'Source = f
Model in Named Form
Heat Flow Problem:
Temperature = u Domain = D
Initial Distribution = 0
Edge 1 is insulated, Edge 2 is held at O~ , Edge 3 radiates with flux (l
It is clear that there is a mechanical way to translate between these two forms of this
problem. It is also clear that the named form is simpler once one understands the phy-
sics of the problem.
There are two distinct alternatives to handle this problem in CAPO. First, we
could have a Parabolic PDE Solver that handles parabolic, second order, two variable
PDEs. It would take the mathematical notation as input and produce u(x. y, t).
Second, we could have a Heat Flow Solver which takes the named form data as input
and would produce u(x, Y. t). The first alternative has the advantage of generality (the
PDE solver can solve many other problems) while the second alternative has the advan-
tage of efficiency (the solver can exploit all the particular features of this simpler case).
6.4.2 Problems in the CAPO System
The CAPO system is to have a large array of problem solving capabilities. Here
we list the principal problems that the CAPO system can handle. A precise and com-
plete discussion requires several pages for each of these problems, so we present very
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abbreviated descriptions here. lbis list will expand in two ways as the CAPO system
matures. First, its scope (or problem area coverage) will become larger and second,
special cases will be identified and .'named". Thus we foresee having both the general
Parabolic PDE Solver ood the Heat How Solver within ·the CAPO system. The Heat
Flow Solver might just be as interface program to the Parabolic PDE Solver. As we list
these problems we classify them as to when we expect them to be functional within the
CAPO system (A = initially, B = by summer 1989, C = soon thereafter). All prob-
lems listed below handle some reasonably broad geometry shapes unless otherwise
stated.
Newtonian Mechanics (A). The movement of rigid bodies with external forces
and models of interaction (impact and friction).
Linear Elliptic PDE - 2D CAl. Current ELLPACK functionality.
Linear Elliptic PDE - 3D (B)
Mildly Nonlinear Elliptic PDE - 2D + 3D (B)
Parabolic PDE - 2D (B)
Area ofFaces (B)
Parabolic PDE - 3D (C)
Coupled Syscem of Elliptic/Parabolic PDEs - 2D, Multiple Equations (C)
Coupled Syscem of Elliptic/Parabolic PDEs - 2D, Multiple Domains (C)
Volume of solids (C)
Second Order Hyperbolic PDE - 2D, no s/wcks or turbulence (C)
Structural Mec/wnics - 2D (C)
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APPENDIX: Abstract Structure of tbe Example Object
The structure is organized as indicated in Section 5.5, by levels of geometric
characteristics (from solidsets to vertices). We visualize the structure of the example
object as one monolithic data strucrure, however, it is not practical to display on the
printed page all the "adjacent" information. Thus we first partition the structure into
three pans;
The object structure: This is a graph structure showing the relationship of the
object parts explicitly named in the model.
The geometry structure: This is a structure including all the geometric objects.
It also contains the propeny infoIlDation of the example object.
Tbe problem structure: This is a structure which includes ,all the components of
the model of the physics of the example object It also indicates the relationship
between the problems.
We represent strUctures in this repon by sets of tables of lists (this already shows
how bulky the data structure is!). Each set corresponds to a level in the structure. each
table corresponds to a node and each list is the information at that node. The connec-
tions within the structure are indicated by explicit naming (pointers). We illusrrate this
first with the simplest of these structures, the object structure. We choose a verbose
representation here for clarity of presentation. Names appearing explicitly in the exam-
ple object formations are given in bold. other names (which include aliases for these
items) are in italics. The automatically generated names (italics) here are from the
geometric structure given later.



















Descendents: hinge (edge3), clamped (wiTe13), free-sliding (edgesetI)
Ancestors: none













Neighbors: plate iface2 (edge3))




Ancestors: Fluid (solidI), radiation (she/l2)
Neighbors: healed (edgeI2),






Neighbors: free-sliding (vertex2, vertex5)
(B) free-sliding (edge2, edge4)
Descendents: none
Ancestors: Plale (face2), radialion (shell2)







Plale (face2), healed (face3)
free-sliding (verted, vertex4)
There are no tables 3, 7 or 9 in this structure because no facesets, wires or vertices are
explicitly named in the object description.
The syntax of this structure give pointers (names) to objects which COntain an item
(ancestors), contained in the item (descendents) and to objects of the same dimension
which contact the item. If the related items are not primative (i.e., not solids, faces,
edges or vertices) then the primitive components of the related item are also given. In
the case of neighbors, the connecting primatives are given. These connecting prima-
rives are normally of lower dimension, but not necessarily so. Thus Plate and Fluid
are neighbors connected by face2 which is of the same dimension as Plate.
A.2 The Geometry Structure
The geometry structure is of the same general format as the object structure. The
differences are (1) all the geometry items are listed in the tables. For example, Tables
2, 5, 8 and 9 conlain all the solids, faces, edges and vertices of the object. All the
shells and wires which are boundaries of the solids and faces are automatically named
and placed in the appropriate tables. Entries are made in the table:::: fN facesets, and
edgesets only if these sets are derived from a named object. Thus CUJltainer and Plate
are named so their boundaries are to be included. In this case, they are a shell and
wire, respectively. so they are not in the faceset or edgeset tables.
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The geometry structure has pointers to the additional information in the object
structure and the problem structure. Further, properties associated with geometric
objects are placed directly in die geometry structure. Finally, coordinate system infor-
mation is placed in the geometry table. The coordinate system of an object is
inheireted by its descendents automatically if this is unambiguous. Note that Plate and
Container could be given in different coordinate systems, so an explicitly given coordi-
nate system could be needed for face2 or hinge. Thus the generic organization of an
entry into the geometry structure is
Name (alias), type. type data or names
Coordinate System
Descendents. Ancestors, Neighbors (all by name)
Problems associated with enny (only named)












Coordinate System: Root (Zlo zz. z3)




Coordinate System: ROlme (x, Y. z)
Descendents: face2,Jace3, (heated),Jace4,Jace5,Jace6,Jace7,

























face7 (top), shel13 (radiation)
shell2 (radiation)
Descendents: face2Jace4Jace5Jace6, face7 (top)
Ancestors: shelll, solidI (Fluid)
Neighbors: shell3 (plate (f.ce2)), shel/4 iface7 (top))
shel13 (plate)
Coordinate System: Rotate (x, y, z)
Descendents: face], face2




Descendents: face7 (top), faceB, face9, facelO, faceII, face12
Ancestors: solid2 -(boundary of)












Figure A-I below shows the geometry in the Rotate coordinate system «x, Y. z)
coordinates) along with the names of all faces, edges and vertices as given automati-
cally. The edge names are indicated simply by e followed by a number, the face names
are given in full and the vertex names are indicated by the letter suffix of vertex in the
name. The figure shows the three horizontal faces and vertical edges are shown as
diagonal lines with arrows. Items named in the object structure are not indicated in the
figure but are listed below.
clamped = wire!3 = edgel, edgeS










(a) Labels of faces, edges and vertices at the bottom level (the Plate). The edges with











(b) Labels of faces, edges and vertices at the middle level (the top of the Fluid). The






(c) Labels of the faces, edges and vertices at the highest level (the top of the Con-
tainer). The edges with inward pointing arrows are pointing down.
Figure A-I: Representation of the geometry of the example object showing all the
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faces, edges and vertices with their automatically generated names.
TABLE 5 (faces)
(A) jaceI: functional
Descendents: edgeI, edge2, edge3, wire13 (clamped)
Ancesto,,, sheil3 (plate)





Desceudents: edge2, edge3 (hinge), edge4, edge6, edgeserl (free-sliding)
Ancestors: solidI (Fluid), shell3 (plate), sheill, sheil2 (radiation),
sheilS
Neighbors: jacel (edge6),face3 (heated (edge3 (hinge))),
jace4 (edge4),face5 (edge6),face6 (edge2)
Problems: Structural-mechanics, Temperature-distribution
Properties: thin-steel-plate, radiation-factor
ee) jace3 (healed): rectangle
Descendents: edge3 (hinge), edge8, edge9, edge12
Ancestors: solidI (Fluid), shelll, sheilS
Neighbors: jace2 (edge3 (hinge)),face4 (edge8),face6 (edge9)
jace7 (top (edge12)),
shell2 (radiation (edge3 (hinged),
edge8, edge9, edgeI2),
shell3 (plate (edge3 (hinge))), she1i5 (edgeI2))
Problems: Temperature-distribution, Fluid-shape, Pressure-distribution
Properties: thin-steel-plate
(D) jace4: functional
Descendents: edge4, edge7, edge8, edgell
Ancestors: solidI (Fluid), sheill, shell2 (radiation), sheilS
Neighbors: jace2 (edge4 ),face3 (heated (edge8)),face7 (top (edgell)),





Descendents: edge6, edge7, edgelO, edge14
Ancestors: solidI (Fluid), shelll, shel/2 (radiation), shellS
Neighbors: face2 (edge6),face4 (edge7),face6 (edge 10),





Descendents: edge2, edge9, edgelO, edge13
Ancestors: solidI (Fluid), shell, shel/2 (radiation), sheilS
Neighbors: face2 (edge2),face3 (heated (edge9)),face5 (edgeIO),
face7 (top (edge13)) shel13 (plate (edge2)), she1l4 (edge13)
Problems: Temperature-distribution, Fluid-shape
Properties: thin-steel-plate, radiation-factor
(G) face7 (top): boundary-planar
Descendents: edgell, edgel2, edge13, edgel4
Ancestors: solidI (Fluid), solid2, shel/2 (radiation), shel/4, shelll
Neighbors: face3 (heated (edge12)),face4 (edgell),face5 (edgeI4),
face6 (edge13),face8 (edgell),face9 (edge12),faceIO (edge13),




Descendents: edgell, edgel5, edgel6, edge23
Ancestors: solid2, shel/4, sheilS
Neighbors: face7 (top (edgell)),face4 (edgell),face9 (edgeI6),






Descendents: edgel2, edgel6, edgel8, edgel9
Ancestors: solid2, shel/4, shel15
Neighbors: face7 (top (edgeI2)),face8 (edgeI6),face IO (edgeI8),




Descendents: edgeI3, edgel8, edge20, edge2I
Ancestors: solid2, shell4, shelLS
Neighbors: face6 (edgeI3),face7 (top (edgeI3)),face9 (edgeI8),





Descendents: edgel4, edgel5, edge20, edge2l
Ancestors: solid2, shell4, shel15
Neighbors: faceS (edgeI4),face7 (top (edgeI4),face8 (edgeI5),





Descendents: edgel7, edgel9, edge21, edge22
Ancestors: solid2, shel/4, shel15







Ancestors: face2, face4, face6
Neighbors: edge] (venex aJ, edge3 (verlex h, vertex e),
edgeS (vertex d) edge6 (vertex d, vertex a), edgelO (vertex a),







Neighbors: edge2 (vertex a), edgeS (venex d), edge6 (venex a, vertex d),















edge2 (vertex a), edge4 (vertex d), edgelO (vertex a),
edge7 (venex d), wire2 (edge6), wireS (edge6)
edge2,edge3,edge4, edge6
face2-(boundary of)
edgeI (vertex a), edgeS (venex d), edge7 (venex d),
edge8 (vertex c), edge9 (venex b), edgeIO (vertex a),
wire3 (edge3), wire4 (edge4), wireS (edge6), wire6 (edge2),
wireI (edge6)
(D) wire3
Descendents: edge3, edgeB, edge9, edge12
Ancestors: jace5-(boundary of)






















edgell (venex h), edgeIB (venex g), edgeI6 (venex h),
wire2 (edge3), wire4 (edgeB), wire7 (edgel2), wire6 (edge9),
wire9 (edge12)
edge4, edge7, edgeB, edgell
face4-(boundary of)
edge6 (venex d), edgeS (venex d), edgeI5 (venex i),
edge3 (venex c), edgeI4 (vemx i), edgeI6 (venex h),
edge12 (venex h), wire2 (edge4), wire3 (edgeB), wire7 (edgell),
wireS (edge7), wireB (edgell)
edge6, edge7, edgeIO, edgeI4
faceS -(boundary of)
edge4 (venex d), edgeS (vertex d), edgel (vmex a),
edge2 (vertex a), edge13 (vertexl!, edge20 (venexl!,
edgell (vertex i), edgeI5 (vertex i), wirell (edgeI4),
wire2 (edge6), wire6 (edgelO), wire4 (edge7), wire7 (edgeI4)
edge2, edge9, edgelO, edge13
face6-(boundary of)
edge6 (vertex a), edgel (vetex a), edge3 (venex b),
edge20 (vertexl!, edgeI4 (venexl!, edgeI2 (venex g),
edgeIB (vertex g), wire2 (edge2), wireS (edgeIO),
wire7 (edgeI5), wireIO (edgeI3), wire3 (edge9)
edgell, edgeI2, edgeI3, edgeI4
face? (lop)-(boundary of)
edgeW (venex f), edge20 (vertex f), edge9 (vertex g),
edge18 (vertex g), edge8 (venex h), edge16 (venex h),
edge? (venex i), edge!! (vertex i), wire3 (edge12),
wire4 (edgell), wireS (edgeI4), wire6 (edge13),






Neighbors: wire7 (edgeIl), wire4 (edgeIl), wirell (edgeI5),
wire9 (edgeI6), wireI2 (edgeI7), edge14 (vertex i),
edge7 (vertex i), edgeS (vertex h), edgeI2 (vertex hi,




Neighbors: wire7 (edge12), wire3 (edgel2), wireiO (edgeIS),
wireS (edgeI6), wireI2 (edgeI9), edge9 (vertex g),
edgel3 (vertex g), edgeS (vertex h), edgell (verlex h),




Neighbors: wire7 (edgeI3), wire9 (edgeIS), wirell (edge20),
wireI2 (edge2l), wire6 (edgel3), edgelO (vertex/),
edge14 (vertexl!, edge12 (verlex g), edge9 (vertex g),
edge22 (vertex j), edgeI9 (vertex k)
(L) wire11
Descendents: edgeI4, edgeI5, edge20, edge22
Ancestors: /aceIl-(boundary of)
Neighbors: wireiO (edge20), wireS (edgeI5), wire7 (edgeI4),
wireI2 (edge27), wireS (edgeI4), edgeI3 (vertexl!,
edgelO (vertexl!, edgeII (vertex i), edge7 (vertex i),












edgeI5 (vertex m), edgeI6 (vertex I), edgeI8 (venex k),
edge20 (vertexj), wlre8 (edgeII), wire9 (edgeI2),
wireIO (edgeI3), wirell (edgeI4)
verla e, vertex a
wirel, wire13(clamped)
edges (venex e), edge6 (vertex a), edge2 (vertex a),
edgeIO (vertex a), edgesetI (free-sliding (vertex a)),
wire6 (verlex a), wire2 (vertex a)
(B) edge2
Descendents: vertex a, vertex b
Ancestors: wire2, wire6, edgesetl (free-sliding)
Neighbors: edgeI (vertex a), edgeIO (vertex a), edge6 (venex a),
edge9 (vertex b), edge3 (hinge (vertex b)),
wireI3 (clamped (vertex a)), wireI (vertex a),
wire3 (vertex b), wireS (venex a)
(e) edge3 (hinge)
Descendents: vertex b, vertex c
Ancestors: wire2, wire3
Neighbors: edge2 (venex b), edge9 (venex b), edge4 (vertex c),
edge8 (venex c), edgesetI (free-sliding (vertex b, vertex c)),
wire6 (venex b), wire4 (vena c)
(D) edge4
Descendents: vertex c, vertex d
Ancestors: wire2, wire4, edgesetl (free-sliding)
Neighbors: edge3 (hinge (venex c)), edgeS (venex c),
edges (vertex d), edge6 (vertex d), edge7 (vertex d),
wire3 (vertex e), wire] (venex dj, wireS (venex d),
wireI3 (clamped (vertex d))
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(E) wireS
Descendents: vertex d, vertex e
Ancestors: wire1, wire13 (clamped)
Neighbors: edge? (venex di, edge4 (vertex di, edge6 (vertex di,
edgeI (vertex ai, wire4 (venex di, wire2 (vertex di,
wireS (vertex di, edgesetI (free-sliding (vertex dii
(F) edge6
Descendents: vertex a, vertex 3
Ancestors: wire!. wire2, wireS
Neighbors: edgeI (venex ai, edge2 (vertex ai, edgeIO (vertex ai,
edge4 (vertex di, edgeS (venex di, edge? (venex di,
wire13 (clamped (vertex a, vertex d)), wire6 (vertex a),
wire4 (venex d), edgeserl (free~sliding (venex Q, vertex d))
(G) edge?
Descendents: vertex d, vertex i
Ancestors: wire4J wireS
Neighbors: edgeS (venex di, edge6 (vmex di, edge4 (vertex di,
edgeII (venex ii, edgeI4 (vertex ii, edgeIS (verrex ii,
edgesetI (free-sliding (vertex dii, wire2 (Veriex di,
wireI3 (clamped (vertex dii, wireII (vertex ii,
wire] (venex d), wire? (venex i), wire8 (vertex i)
(H) edge8
Descendents: vertex c, vertex h
Ancestors: wire3. wire4
Neighbors: edge3 (hinge (venex eii, edge4 (verrex ei,
edgeII (venex hi, edgeI2 (venex hi, edgeI6 (venex hi,
edgesetI (free-sliding (vertex eii, wire9 (venex hi,
wire2 (vertex c), wire? (vertex h), wire8 (vertex h)
(l) edge9
Descendents: vertex b, vertex g
Ancestors: wire3, wiTe6
Neighbors: edge3 (hinge (vertex bii, edge2 (vertex bi,
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edgel2 (vertex g), edgeI3 (vertex g), edgeIS (vertex g),
wire2 (vertex b), edgeserl (free-sliding (vertex b»,












edgeI (vertex a), edge2 (vertex a), edge6 (vertex a),
edgeI3 (vertexf), edgeI4 (vertexf), edge20 (verterf),
wire13 (clamped (vertex a»), wire} (venex a),
wire2 (venex a), edgeserI (free-sliding (vertex a)).
wire7 (vertexf), wirelO (venexf), wirell (vertexf)
vertex h, vertex j
wire4, wire7, wire8
Neighhors: edge7 (verter i), edgeI4 (verter i), edgeI5 (verter i),
edgeS (vertex h), edgel2 (vertex h), edgeI6 (vertex h),












vertex g, verlex h
wire3, wire7, wire9
edge9 (vertex g), edgeI3 (vertex g), edgeIS (verter g),
edgeS (vertex h), edgell (vertex h), edge16 (verter h),
wire4 (venex hJ, wire8 (vertex h), wire6 (venex g),
wireIO (vertex g)
vertex j, vertex g
wire6, wire?, wirelO
edge9 (vertex g), edgel2 (vertex g), edgeIS (verter g),
edgelO (verter!), edge14 (vertexf), edge20 (verter!),




Descendents: vertexf, vertex i
Ancestors: wireS, wire7, wireIl
Neighbors: edgeIO (vertexf), edgeI3 (vertexf), edge20 (vertexf),
edge7 (vertex ii, edgell (vertex ii, edgeIS (verlexii,
wire6 (vertex f), wirelO (vertexf). wire4 (vertex i),
wire8 (vertex i)
(0) edgeIS
Descendents: vertex i, vertex m
Ancestors: wire8, wire11
Neighbors: edge7 (vertex ii, edgell (vertex ii, edge14 (vertex ii,
edge17 (vertex mi, edge22 (vertex mi, wire7 (vertex ii,
wire4 (venex i), wireS (vertex i), wire12 (vertex m)
(P) edgeI6
Descendents: vertex h. vertex 1
Ancestors: wire8 ,wire9
Neighbors: edgeB (vertex hi, edgeI I (vertex hi, edgeI2 (vertex hi,
edgeI2 (vertex Ii, edgeI9 (vertex Ii, wire7 (vertex hi,
wire3 (venex h), wire4 (venex hj, wire12 (vertex /)
(Q) edgeI7
Descendents: vertex I, vertex m
Ancestors: wire8, wire12
Neighbors: edgeI6 (vertex Ii, edgeI9 (vertex Ii, edgeIS (vertex mi,
edge22 (vertex mY, wire9 (venex I), wirell (verleY: m)
(R) edgeIB
Descendems: verlex h, vertex k
Ancestors: wire9, wirelO
Neighbors: edge9 (venex gi, edgeI2 (vertex gi, edgeI3 (vertex gi,
edgeI9 (vertex ki, edge2I (vertex ki, wire7 (vertex gi,
wire6 (vertex g), wire3 (vertex g), wire12 (venex k)
(5) edgeI9
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Descendents: verlex k, vertex /
Ancestors: wire9, wire12
Neighbors: edgeI8 (vertex k), edge21 (vertex k), edgeI6 (vertex I),







edge? (vertext!, edgell (vertext!, edgeI4 (vertext!,
edge2I (vertexj), edge22 (vertexj), wire? (vertext!,











verla j, vertex k
wirelO, wire12
edge20 (vertexj), edge22 (VerEexj), edgeI8 (vertex k),
edgeI9 (vertex k), wire9 (vertex k), wireII (vertex j)
vertex j, vertex m
wirel1, wire12
edge20 (vertexj), edge2I (vertexj), edgeIS (vertex m),






















(E) vertex e: (x,Y,z) =(0,1,0)
Ancestors: edgel, edgeS
(F) vertexf. (x,Y,z) =(1,2,1.5)
Ancestors: edgelO, edge13, edge14, edge20
(G) vertex g: (x,y,z) =(2,2,2.5)
Ancestors: edge9,edgel2,edgel3,edgel8
(H) vertex h: (x,y,z) =(2,0,2.5)
Ancestors: edge8, edgell, edgel2, edgel6
(I) vertex i: (x,y,z) =(1.1,0.2,1.55)
Ancestors: edge7, edgell, edgel4, edge15
(1) vertexj: (x,y,z) =(1,2,4)
Ancestors: edge20, edge2l,edge22
(K) vertex k: (x,y,z) =(2,2,4)
Ancestors: edgel8, edgel9,edge2l
(L) vertex I: (x,y,z) =(2,0,4)
Ancestors: edge16, edgel7, edgel9
(M) vertex m: (x,y,z) =(1.1,0.2,4)
Ancestors: edgel5, edgel7, edge22
A,3. The Prohlem Structure
We present this structure in the fonn of two tables, the table of problems and the
table of functions. We do not give separate tables of equations and operators because
they tend to be small in number and closely associated with the problems. The prob-
lems are named by the physical model and also automatically as Problem}, Problem2•
... The equations are named as in mathematics, thus Equation 23 is the third equation
of Problem 2. The operators are named explicitly in the problem statement. Note that
the CAPO system will have a substantial number of «known" operators which need
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merely be named, we do not rely on this catalog of operators in this example.
In addition to the statement of the problems. we must also present explicitly the
relationship between them in the form of a simple algorithm for problem precedence
and solution. This algorithm is expressed in a combination of an underlying algo-
rithmic language (C, Fortran, ...; it does not maner which) extended by some CAPO
specific problem solving statement. The syntax of these statements is
Keyword ProblemName; Phrasel; Phrase2, ...
where the phrases define arguments (input or output) to the statement. Their syntax is
of the form
keyword Punctuation Argwnent Punctuation
The syntax details vary from keyword to keyword. The following illustrates these
problem solving statements:
SOLVE_ODE Problem3;
ERROR_TARGET = .0001; ON (A = 1.0, B = 10.0);
FORCING TERMS = (cos (xu-v), temp xy(x,y,u, v))
END SOLVE_ODE
At the completion of the execution of SOLVE_ODE the functions u(x) and v(x) for
1 ~ x ~ 10 become defined. We assume that the representation of variables from the
CAPO problem solving statements can be transformed automatically into and out of the
underlying algorithmic language.
THE PROBLEM TABLE
1. Problem I: Fluid-shape
Solution: a, Slab(a), solidI; Fluid, solid2
Equations: Volume (solidi) = VO
solidI = Container n Slab(a)




Operators: Volume (standard CAPO)
Slab(a) (standard CAPO) = [(z, ,z2,z3) I Z2 ,; a]
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Comment: This is an instance of a problem which implies the creation of geomettic
objects as pan of the solution process. The CAPO system must be able to
solve some such problems automatically, others will require breaking the
solution process into smaller steps. Note that Equation 1.1 is a single non-
linear equation in the variable a.
2. Problem 2: Temperature-distribution
Solution: T(x,y,z)
Equations: LAPLACE(T) = 0 on Fluid (2.1)
T = h (x,y,z) on heated (2.2)
DN(T) = (T - TO)C2 on faee2 (2.3)
DN(T) = (T - TO)C 4 on faee4 (2.4)
DN(T) = (T - TO)C 5 on face5 (2.5)
DN(T) = (T - TO)C 6 on face6 (2.6)
DN(T) = (T - TO)C7 on face? (2.7)
Operators: LAPLACE (standard CAPO) = Txx + Tyy + T"
DN (standard CAPO) = normal derivative to a face
Functions: h
TO




Comment: This is a standard Laplace problem. In this instance all the functions are
constants, they could be all dependent on (x,y,z). The values CZ, ... , C7
are physical properties in radiating beat from the container surface and
mercury surface.
3. Problem 3: Structural-mechanics
Solution: u (x,y, 0)















Operators: ELASTIC DEFLECTION (Standard CAPO)
Dz (standard CAPO) = x-derivative




! force on plate
!plate strength
!Poisson Ratio
Comment: Equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) are standard components of the
ELASTIC DEFLECTION operator's boundary conditions and hence not
explicitly given in terms of values or derivatives of u(x,Y). The interaction
of this problem with others comes from F (which depends on the solution
of Problem 4) and S ( which depends on the solution of Problem 2).




For (z 1022,Z3) inface2 compute
CASE «z"zZ,a) inface7)
P = DM * (a - z,)
CASE ( otherwise)
P =DM * dist «z1ozz,z,) tofaceS)
(4.1)
(4.2)
Operators: dist (standard CAPO) distance from point to face
in (standard CAPO) point included in set
Function: DM ! density of mercury
Comment: Problem 4 is really just a [onnula for computing the values of P(Zl,Z2.Z3).
Note the computation is posed in the global coordinates, not (x,y,z).
Funher note the dependence on the solution of Problem 1 through a and
the definitions of faceS and face? DM is a physical propeny.
TABLE OF FUNCfIONS
1. function] (X): expression (t)
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1.1 - 0.1 • sin(1tt/4)
2. junction2 (Y): expression (t)
0.2 = 0.9t + .06t(t - I)
3. junction3 (P): polynomial (x,Y)
12.ISy' + 4.0Sy - 3x2y 2 -7x2 - 12y2 - 4x + 16.0Sxy2 - 4
_ x'y + 4x2y - 2x' + 4.lxy
4. junction4 (VO): constant
4.126
S. junctLonS (f): PDE solution (Problem 2) (x,y.z)
6. junction6 (h): constant
100
7. junction7 (fO): constant
12
8. functionS (C2): constant: physical propeny
8
9. junction9 ((C4): constant: physical propeny
8
10. junctLonlO (CS): constant: physical propeny
8
II. juncrionll (C6): constant: physical propeny
8
12. funcELonI2 (C7): constant: physical propeny
11
13. junction13 (U): PDE solution (Problem 3) (x,y)
14. junctionI4 (F): program
CASE ( (x,y) infaceI)
F=O
CASE ( (x,y) in face2)
F = P(x,y,O)
IS. funcELonIS (S): expression
CASE ((x,y) infaceI)
31
CASE ( (x,y) in face2)
31/(1 + (T(x,y,0)/300h
16. funcELonI6 (NU): constant: physical propeny
















17. functionl7 (DM): constant: physical property
132












Note that if we wanted to take into account the change in volume of Fluid due to the
deflection of the Plate, then all these problems become coupled and the "program"
would become
SOLVE Probleml, Problem2, ProblemJ, Problem4
It is unlikely that the CAPO system will be resourceful enough to see how to solve
these four coupled problems, so a more explicit "program" would need to be created




If (Ia - aprevl ,; Tolerance) then
Go to Finish
else
aprev = a
end if
Parallel DO
SOLVE Problem 2
SOLVE Problem 4
End Parallel
SOLVE Problem 3
Go to Start
Finish: Report results
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